
Azure Stack-ASH Configuration Help 

 

1. Warning: You must add a note in the 3.5-inch hard drive remarks column - 

Specify the hard drive manufacturer as Seagate 

Warning: You must add a note in the 3.5-inch hard drive remarks column - Specify 

the hard drive manufacturer as Seagate 

2. ===Node Configuration === 

o 2.1 ===Power Supply=== 

▪ 2.1.1 C13 AC power cord 

1.Power Cable recommend Wall Plug and PDU Style, if the use condition is clear, it 

could select the Wall Plug or PDU Style. 

2.2000W and below power supply use C13 power cable, PDU power cable is 12A in 

Japan, other countries is 10A; wall plug cable is 12A in Japan, other countries is 10A. 

3.If use the wall plug, please select power cable by select Area model(C13 to C13 

Wall plug, normal extension cord ); 

4.If use the PDU plug, please select C13 PDU power cable(C13 to C14 PDU plug, 

PDU extension cord ). 
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▪ 2.1.2 C13 wall plug power cord 

1.Power Cable recommend Wall Plug and PDU Style, if the use condition is clear, it 

could select the Wall Plug or PDU Style. 

2.2000W and below power supply use C13 power cable, PDU power cable is 12A in 

Japan, other countries is 10A; wall plug cable is 12A in Japan, other countries is 10A. 

3.If use the wall plug, please select power cable by select Area model(C13 to C13 

Wall plug, normal extension cord ); 

4.If use the PDU plug, please select C13 PDU power cable(C13 to C14 PDU plug, 

PDU extension cord ). 
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▪ 2.1.3 C13 PDU power cord 

1.Power Cable recommend Wall Plug and PDU Style, if the use condition is clear, it 

could select the Wall Plug or PDU Style. 



2.2000W and below power supply use C13 power cable, PDU power cable is 12A in 

Japan, other countries is 10A; wall plug cable is 12A in Japan, other countries is 10A. 

3.If use the wall plug, please select power cable by select Area model(C13 to C13 

Wall plug, normal extension cord ); 

4.If use the PDU plug, please select C13 PDU power cable(C13 to C14 PDU plug, 

PDU extension cord ). 

 

China(PDU) C13-14 

o 2.2 ===Accessory=== 

▪ 2.2.1 Rack rail 

 

Slide 

Rail: 2U Ball Bearing Rail Kit(21241258) 

 


